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A modular system to quickly 
reconfigure valuable external 
space.

For more information contact:

ovaeda.com

Phone: (0) 208 159 2999
Email: sales@ovaeda.com
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Tectonic is a high quality modular system for quickly and 
easily repurposing valuable external space. Comprising 
a simple and carefully designed range of components 
which are infinitely configurable, the possibilities for 
creating functional and enjoyable outdoor areas are 
endless.

Fast & Simple

    Simple, modular design allows clients to create their own         
    configurations to suit their external space

    Can be installed in a matter of hours

    No ground works or surface preparation required
    Economical

Economical

    Provides usable external space for the hospitality industry,  
    to help overcome Covid19 related restrictions

    Encourages public enjoyment of inner city areas, by   
    improving the environment

Safe

    Assists with public safety during Covid19, by encouraging  
    outdoor socialising/dining

    Encourages social distancing, by providing spacious booths  
    and separation screens

    Anti-slip floor surfaces

Versatile

    Can be installed as a temporary or permanent fixture

    Easily reconfigured to suit different layouts

    Simple to add to the system to further increase space, or                                      
    remove modules to reduce the size

Sustainable

    Parklets encourage the reduction of traffic in urban areas,  
    reclaiming street space for pedestrians

    Planters allow for lush flower and shrubs to be easily   
   introduced to urban areas, promoting health and well-being     
    and supporting the ‘urban greening’ trend

Create endless amazing outdoor spaces.

Space to Breathe™

Café Parklet

The Tectonic system can be used in any external space, for 
example:

Parklets — turning street carparking spaces into usable 
pedestrian areas or external dining space for Cafés/
Restaurants.

Pedestrianised streets — allows for large scale outdoor 
foodcourts/eateries to be created quickly and easily.

Pub/Restaurant car parks — quickly turn carpark or external 
space into valuable dining/drinking areas.
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01. The Rest-Stop Parklet - Example Configuration

This style of parklet is perfect for creating 
more pedestrian space to allow adherence 
to social distance guidelines, and for 
providing areas for the public to socialise or 
take a break.

Space for upto 20 people.
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02. The Café Parklet - Example Configuration

Use the Tectonic system to create outside 
dining booths and eating areas. Ideal for 
restaurants, cafes, and high street pubs.

This example seats 24 customers.

Tables and chairs 
shown for illustrative 
purposes.
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03. The Pub Parklet - Example Configuration

Rapidly turn carparks or other outdoor 
space into an inviting environment for 
eating and drinking.

This example seats 112 customers.

Tables and chairs shown for illustrative purposes.
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04. The Food Court Parklet - Example Configuration

Where streets have been pedestrianised, 
the whole space can be used to create very 
large external dining areas. Ideal for streets 
with multiple restaurants, or shopping 
centres.

This configuration seats 100 customers.

Tables and chairs shown for illustrative purposes.
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Modular Components

A fast, simple and cost-effective way to re-purpose unused 
external space.

These twelve modular components and some imagination 
is all you need to maximise the value of any outdoor space, 
large or small.

Design your own parklet today.

All dimensions in cm


